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1.

Course outline
–

Use the following table to organize the topics to be taught in the course. If you need to include topics that cover other requirements you have to teach (for
example, national syllabus), make sure that you do so in an integrated way, but also differentiate them using italics. Add as many rows as you need.

–

This document should not be a day-by-day accounting of each unit. It is an outline showing how you will distribute the topics and the time to ensure that
students are prepared to comply with the requirements of the subject.

–

This outline should show how you will develop the teaching of the subject. It should reflect the individual nature of the course in your classroom and should
not just be a “copy and paste” from the subject guide.

–

If you will teach both higher and standard level, make sure that this is clearly identified in your outline.

Topic/unit/assessment
component

Contents

(as identified in the
IB subject guide)

One class is 45

State the
topics/units/assessment
components in the order you are
planning to teach them.

Introduction to the

Year 1
course
32
weeks
(128
Art history
lessons)

(Term 1)

Allocated time

In one week
4
there are

Explore the three core curriculum
areas (visual arts in context, visual arts
methods, communicating visual arts).
IB Learner Profile, Links to TOK and
CAS, Academic honesty
Assessment and objectives:
Comparative study, Process portfolio,
Exhibition
The visual arts journal, The art-making
forms table
History of art
Analysing art – a short introduction,
elements of art
How does context/culture influence art?

minutes.

Assessment
instruments to be
used

Resources
List the main resources to be
used, including information
technology if applicable.

classes.

32 lessons, 24 hours (8 Discussion – teacher, IB Guidelines
weeks)
student, group
Oxford IB Visual Arts
Presentation –
Course Companion
teacher, student,
Arts journal
group
Art books
Individual research, Teacher resource
experimentation and Internet resources: google
consultation
arts and culture,
khanacademy.org,
Self-evaluation
www.hockney.com,
Progress checks 1 – 4 www.tate.org.uk,
www.theartstory.org,
www.artnet.com,
youtube – Arts21, TED-ed
Gallery texts and exhibition
booklets, access to VSG
gallery library, upon
agreement, visiting
vernissages and lectures by
curators in cooperation with

TOK:
1. How does knowing more about the
social, cultural or historical context
of a work of art have an impact on
our knowledge of the work itself?
(gallery visit/class discussion/
workshop)
2. What are the standards by which we
judge artworks? (class
discussion/essay)
Topics:
Face is a Face (The Art of Portrait) David Hockney, Marlene Dumas, Hans
Holbein
Figure as an Art Form - Fernand Léger,
Henri Matisse, Jozef Jankovič,
Looking Out - landscapes, art as a window
into the world (Renaissance), voyerism
Light in Art - László Moholy Nagy,
Impressionism, Rayonism, Camera obscura
in Dutch 17th century art

the staff, https://vsg.sk/

2D materials: pencils,
charcoal, watercolour, oil
and acrylic paints, Pop art
workshop in cooperation
with
https://www.muzeumaw.sk/
in Medzilaborce
3D materials for
constructed sculpture,
textile, ceramics workshop
in cooperation with ULUV
(Slovak folk artists
organisation)
Digital and screen art:
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Digital cameras
IT school studio resources

Reading art

Reading and looking at art – finding and 32 lessons, 24 hours (8
comparing artists/artworks
weeks)

(Term 2)
Techniques and media – practical options
Developing ideas and concepts in the visual
arts journal
Gallery visits and workshops (drawing,
painting, graphics)
The visual arts journal – research and
creativity, art-making
Experimenting with art-making forms,
selecting artists to inspire/influence own
work

TOK:
3. What moral responsibilities do
artists have? (class
discussion/essay)
Topics:
Abstract Art - The New York School,
Kandinsky, Frank Stella, Katarína
Tekeľová-Blažová, Mark Rothko, Adam
Szentpétery
Art as Message - Tracey Emin, Barbara
Kruger, Eva Hesse, Cy Twombly, Banksy
Art as Product - Andy Warhol, Allan
McCollum, graphic design
Citation, Appropriation, Assimilation Banksy, Cindy Sherman, Francis Bacon, Ai
Weiwei, postmodern art
Creating art
(Term 3)

Local and personal culture, local gallery 32 lessons, 24 hours (8
visit, artworks and their links to their
weeks)
culture
Explore and develop skills in the
selected/preferred media/technique
Gallery visits and workshops (constructed
sculpture, ceramics, fashion and textile)
The visual arts journal – theoretical and
practical explorations
Making art – what, how and why?

TOK:
4. Do the arts have a social function?
(class discussion/essay)
Topics:
Family and Tradition - Frida Kahlo, Slovak
folk art techniques
Identity - Hyperrealism, Photography ethnographic photography, criminal
photography, Rineke Dijkstra, Lise Sarfati,
Andrej Dúbravský
Emotional landscape - Van Gogh, Anselm
Kiefer
Critiquing art

Exhibition visit – reflection on choices made 32 lessons,24 hours (8
and work seen
weeks)

(Term 4)
Preparing a virtual exhibition, texts and
rationale for the class
Art criticism and visual communication,
TOK links – individual suggestions
Workshops (digital photography, screenbased art)
Exhibition artworks, text and rationale –
planning

TOK:
5. To what extend does the
imagination play a special role in the
visual arts? (class discussion/essay)
Topics:
Personal Mythology and Sign - Keith
Harring, Paul Klee, David Lynch, Kiki
Smith, Sigmar Polke
3rd Dimension - Yayoi Kusama, Rachel
Whiteread, Rudolf Sikora, Michal Kern,
Claes Oldenburg
4th Dimension - Brother Lumiere, Andy
Warhol, video art, Erik Sikora
Year 2 Overview of the year
23
Developing ideas
weeks
(92
lessons) Making art

(Term 1)

Review of the assessment tasks,
calendar and deadlines
Develop compositions
Prepare assessment materials

32 lessons,24 hours (8 Discussion,
weeks)
presentation –
teacher, student,
group
Individual research,
experimentation and
consultation
First draft
consultations

IB Guidelines
Oxford IB Visual Arts
Course Companion
Art books
Teacher resource
Internet resources
(tate.org.uk, google arts
and culture,
khanacademy.org, youtube

Comparative study
Process portfolio

CS – 10 – 15 screens (compare and
contrast at least 3 artworks, at least 2 of
which should be by different artists from
contrasting contexts)

(Term 2)

32 lessons,24 hours (8 Authenticity checks
– Arts21, TED-ed)
weeks)
Samples of past works
Self evaluation
Gallery texts and exhibition
Progress checks 1 – 3 booklets
Arts journal

PP – 9 – 18 screens with work in at least 2
art-making forms, each from separate
columns

Exhibition
(Term 3)

2.

Selection of 4 – 7 artworks for the
exhibition, writing curatorial rationale,
exhibition text

28 lessons, 21 hours (7
weeks)

2D/3D materials, screen
and digital art based on
students’ preferred
mediums to select and
continue working on their
final artworks/exhibition

Diploma Programme external and internal assessment components to be completed during the course
Briefly explain how and when you will work on them. Include the date when you will first introduce the assessment components to your students. Explain the
different stages and timeline and how students will be prepared to undertake both.

I will introduce the assessment components in the first unit (as planned in September 2022) and regularly refer to the IB documents throughout the
course. The IB documents (hard copies) will also be available in the art room for regular use and reference : IB Learner Profile, Assessment Objectives,
Comparative Study, Process Portfolio, Exhibition, The Visual Arts Journal, The Art-making Forms.
September 2022– March 2024 – Part 1 – Comparative study
September 2022 – March 2024 – Part 2 – Process portfolio
September 2022 – April 2024 – Part 3 – Exhibition
Individual work and progress will be checked regularly at the end of each term via self-evalution, students´ presentations, mock exams – artwork
analysis (CS, virtual exhibition and curatorial rationale) linking the expectations with the actual progress made to ensure that all links with the
Assessment Criteria. (adapted from Visual arts guide, First examinations 2017).

Comparative Study

SL
10–15 screens which examine and compare a min. of 3
artworks/objects/artifacts, at least 2 of which need to be by different
artists, a list of sources used.

Process Portfolio

9–18 screens which evidence a variety of art-making activities, in at least
2 art-making forms, each from separate columns of the art-making forms
table.

Exhibition

SL students submit 4–7 artworks, a max. 400-word curatorial rationale,
exhibition text and photographs.

3.

Links to TOK
You are expected to explore links between the topics of your subject and TOK. As an example of how you would do this, choose one topic from your course
outline that would allow your students to make links with TOK. Describe how you would plan the lessons.
Topic

Link with TOK (including description of lesson plan)

Gallery visits and follow-up

Students will be able to demonstrate theoretically and practically their own interpretation of one of the TOK questions: How
does knowing more about the social, cultural or historical context of a work of art have an impact on our knowledge of the
work itself? VSG Gallery in Kosice hosts a permanent exhibition of Radovan Cerevka´s installation titled “Landscape of Permanent
Freedom” (2013). This work is a reference to the longest military conflict in Afganistant and calls on visual journalism, infographics
and spatial representation of military statistics. It very tanglibly embodies such data, numbers and facts to which are usually
exposed under very different circustances. In the gallery exhibiton space they take up completely different shapes, attack the
audience with its immediate presence and in-your-face appeal. The artwork may spark all sorts of moral questions, alter our own
routine perception of the world and its realities. The question is HOW this knowledge can be expressed in such a uniqe artistic
way that its presentation will enable new and engaging communication with its audience? After the gallery visit, students will be
asked to do this follow-up (freely based on the See-Think-Wonder strategy):
1. In pairs/groups reflect upon what they have seen in the gallery, fill in the worksheets or answer the questions: describe
the art piece, identify the material, artistic technique and try to imagine/describe the process of creation (how the
installation might have been put together, moved to the place, how individual pieces were fitted, etc.), if necessary look
up the information in the exhibiton text. (Task aimed at procedural knowledge)
2. Read the curatorial rationale and title of the piece, what do they suggest? What is the intended message of the art piece?
What knowledge does it communicate? Does it raise some current issues or concerns? How does it appeal to its
audience? Does it question some of your assumptions about the world? Compare your ideas with classmates. (Task aimed
at map-like knowledge)
3. How does knowing more about the social, cultural or historical context of a work of art have an impact on our knowledge of the
work itself? In this work Cerevka presents his own interpretation of the social economic theme – the increasingly wasted
resources, lives and money – in a factual, intellectual way leaving apart other possible approaches to art (e.g. other spatial
and temporal representations, emotional landscape, social activist happening, humorous approach, etc.). This work
reveals that the Landscape of Permanent Freedom is, in fact, the land of permanent war, military intervention and
insecurity. If you were an artist, how would you tackle this theme? What would you change and why? Could the artwork
be improved/altered (e.g. the shape/size, its colours and composition, etc.)? Could you express the same statement in
ANY OTHER WAY? Why would yours be better, more comprehensible, and to what audience? (Task aimed at
propositional knowldege)
4. Production – sketch a quick mock-up of your own object/installation in response to this exhibition, present to your
classmates. In this task students may seek new approaches in response to the intellectual presentation of Cerevka´s
installation, or opt for even more objectifying schemes such as diagrams, charts, etc. They may wish to contrast this work
with Sarah Illenberger at: https://blog.chartlr.com/post/137145606233/sarah-illenbergers-unique-data-visualizations
5. Reflection – how well did you do? What might be some concerns of the creative process? Would you rather start with
some specific problem/idea or choose to be freely inspired by some random situation?
Resources: https://vsg.sk/en/radovan-cerevka-power-in-the-museum/
https://pz.harvard.edu/resources/see-think-wonder

4.

Approaches to learning
Every IB course should contribute to the development of students’ approaches to learning skills. As an example of how you would do this, choose one topic from
your outline that would allow your students to specifically develop one or more of these skill categories (thinking, communication, social, self-management or
research).
Topic

Preparing a virtual
exhibition

5.

Contribution to the development of students’ approaches to learning skills (including one or more skill category)

Students will attempt to prepare a virtual exhibition with the exhibition texts and curatorial rationale based on thematic
or stylistic criteria from the artworks/artists of their choice, or after gallery visits. By presenting this virtual exhibition to
the class, they will demonstrate their understanding of the curatorial skills, art communication, self-management and
research skills, and gain valuable feedback from their peers on meeting the standards/criteria of this task as well as adding
their unique personal viewpoint.

International mindedness
Every IB course should contribute to the development of international-mindedness in students. As an example of how you would do this, choose one topic from
your outline that would allow your students to analyse it from different cultural perspectives. Briefly explain the reason for your choice and what resources you will
use to achieve this goal.
Topic

Art History

Contribution to the development of international mindedness (including resources you will use)

Despite the fact that in the weighting of marks the exhibition and process portfolio contribute towards the final grade
by 40% each with only 20% left to the comparative study, I am convinced that students need to be informed on the
history of art within its cultural context and should also be able to link the national, local and personal culture to
international artists/artworks, observe differences but also similarities and mutual influence, from which both sides can
learn to respect each other and benefit in the long turn.
A great example would be the topic of Family and Tradition with the focus on Frida Kahlo, Slovak folk art techniques
and local artists. The resources will be art books, internet research and cooperation with the local branch of Slovak
ULUV (the Slovak folk artists organisation). By bridging the local and international we can learn mutual respect,
tolerance, understand many perspectives, local and national histories, and contribute to the idea of international
mindedness.

6.

Development of the IB learner profile
Through the course it is also expected that students will develop the attributes of the IB learner profile. As an example of how you would do this, choose one
topic from your course outline and explain how the contents and related skills would pursue the development of any attribute(s) of the IB learner profile that you
will identify.
Topic

Art (skills) workshops
Exhibition artworks

7.

Contribution to the development of the attribute(s) of the IB learner profile

I believe that the holistic nature of the course will naturally enable our students to develop many attributes of the IB
Learner Profile since they are all made use of at some point of working on their comaprative studies, process portfolio
or exhibition. One particular example would be the the regular art workshops taking place in our school studio. We are
planning to offer professional guidance on drawing and painting techniques, graphics, constructed sculpture, designed
objects – fashion and jewelry, digital photography and screen-based forms. After the introductory workshops, students
will be advised to select the media of their choice and reflect upon the influence of their favourite artists/artworks,
which can be developed in the comparative study, process portfolio or exhbition. The processes involved will require
critical thinking skills, being a thinker, inquirer, knowledgeable, reflective and a risk-taker in order to learn from
testing the new media, make informed decisions when planning their artworks, perfecting their techniques, applying
the principles of academic honesty when referencing to artists/artworks of their choice, and also being a
communicator in conveying their intended meanings to the audience.

Facilities and equipment
The teaching of this subject requires facilities and equipment to ensure a successful teaching and learning process. Describe the facilities and equipment that
you have in your school to support the development of the course. Include any plans to further develop them and indicate the timeline.

At the moment we are in the process of creating a budget for an art studio in our school. Our plans are to provide good access, facilities and resources
to a variety of 2D and/or 3D art-making forms, including digital and screen-based art depending on the preferences of our prospective students. Our
art studio should open in November 2021, and optional classes of fine art should start in October 2021 depending on the enrollment.
We are also planning to cooperate with local practising artists, art organisations, galleries and museums in order to secure further development of such
art-making techniques which require expert equipment (e.g. a kiln for ceramics, a loom for weaving textile, etc.). We will also team-teach the course
with a qualified practising artist.

8.

Other resources
Describe other resources that you and your students may use at school, whether there are plans to improve them and by when. Include any resources from the
outside community that may contribute to a successful implementation of your subject.

Besides the school library and internet resources, we will also cooperate with local galleries, museums and visiting artists, attend gallery workshops
and their library in oder to complement the school resources (e.g. East Slovak Gallery, Kunstahlle, Kulturpark, East Slovak Museum, ULUV, etc.).

